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also represented at the Congress and demanded that any new Philippine
society have the Catholic Church at its base and foundation. The Church
gave the Filipino a moral compass, norms, and "sense of identity. "53
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CHAPTER2

The American Era:
Secular Challenge
to the Church
The United States acquired the Philippines as the spoils from the war
with Spain, and with them came the Catholic
Church-based
infrastructure. It was unlike any territory the United States had ever
attained. Within American political circles, there were those for and
against this acquisition, Some saw the economic and military value of
the islands, including their undeniable value as a naval base for America's
emerging pacific fleet. Others objected to the United States playing the
role of an imperialist power. It was, in their view, unjustifiable in light of
American political culture, which was founded on the principles of free
choice and rule of law. To force the American government and its
institutions on a people who did not wish them was in itself uri-American,
yet President William McKinley and his advisors, mostly in the military,
were able to look past any negatives associated with violating American
principles and the tradition of anti-imperialism and see the economic,
political, and even religious benefits associated with the acquisition of
the Philippines.
Estimates of public opinion toward the acquisition of the Philippines
after the war were varied. Businessmen viewed the Philippines as the
gateway to Asiatic markets and a way for the United States to finally
become competitive with what they believed would be the emerging
markets in China.l In American religious circles, there was almost unifonn
support for the acceptance of American responsibility for the islands and
undertaking a "conquest for Christ." The fact that more than 80 per
cent of Filipinos were Christian did not seem to damper the American
spirit for Protestant proselytizing. Many Americans who were aware of
~erican
involvement in the Philippines viewed the acquisition of the
ISlands as divinely inspired.'
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Divinely inspired or not, the American regime in the Philippines
took power and remained in power throughout the colonial era because
of its military might. The Church, long the center of politics in the
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but necessary "white man's burden."? Opinions about the Filipinos
themselves were not flattering. Books written at the time described the
Filipinos as "spoiled children," "indignant," and grateful for the surfeit
of American supplies.' Indeed, the Filipinos were expected to be thankful
that a "just" and "noble" imperial master was pacifying them, not a thirdrate European power with antiquated politics and a friar-controlled
bureaucracy."
American intentions were not all bad. They planned to eventually
give the Philippines independence,
but in limited steps. There was still
support for the policy of filling the Filipinos' stomachs while keeping
their heads empty. Yet there was more than pure philanthropy to the
American conquest. Many Filipinos did not see the Americans as
liberators, but as simply another occupying force, and they met the
American army with a revolutionary army of their own.
Spain's defeat by the Americans was in a real sense a defeat of the
Catholic Church as well, and it made the Church's cooperative position
with the government uncertain. The Spanish friars were not ignorant of
the American political culture, but it is likely that the friars themselves
did not have a clear idea of how they would be treated by the new
American regime. Some probably felt their positions would be sustained
against the Filipinos and the indigenous clergy, and others probably felt
a mutual working relationship could be worked out between the parishes
and the Americans. In either case, the Spanish friars planned on staying
in the Philippines without
being harassed by either Americans or
Filipinos.

In previous centuries the power of the friars was so great that the
Spanish government rested upon the Church. The Americans had seldom
dealt with a Church whose authority was indistinguishable
from that of
the secular government, and one was always invoked to sustain the power
of the other.' Garel A. Grunder and William E. Livezey summarized the
friars' power during the Spanish era quite well, stating that the friars
~ere "supreme" in the life of Filipinos," The priest exerted a determining
lllfluence in practically every branch of municipal government. He was
president of the boards of health, statistics, and prisons. He presided
Over taxation and the municipal budget and was a member of the board
of partition crown lands. At times, the friars were even in charge of the
insular police. They closely supervised whatever public instruction was
offered and naturally opposed any liberalizing tendencies or actions that
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might undermine their own privileged status or the power of Spain. In a
very vital s~nse, these religious leaders were to the Filipinos the real
representauves of Spanish power.
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The centuries-old conflict between the Christian majority and the
Muslim minority in the south was also very much alive during this time.
Unlike the Spanish, the Americans had little difficulty in subduing the
snores. They were, through superior arms, more than a match for the
fighters of the moros; who were equipped with antiquated firearms and a
keris. The Muslims ultimately accepted American rule with the signing
of the Carpenter Agreement in 1915 between Sultan J amalul Kiram and
Frank Carpenter. They did this hoping that they would be granted a
modicum of autonomy and not be forced to submit to the authority of
the Christian Filipinos, whose power was centered in Manila.
The Americans, however, should not be viewed as benevolent
imperialisrs who had no other choice but to take the Philippines under
their exclusive wing and colonial protection. Elements in the Philippiue
revolution who had fought against the Spanish before the American
victory had declared through their Malolos Constitution
of 1899 an
independent Philippine state, and the Americans simply ignored this.
The Americans did not plan to share their victory or the spoils of the
Philippines with the Filipinos. After the dispatch of the Spanish, the
United States made it known that the "insurgents" who had previously
been Filipino freedom fighters must recognize the authority of the United
States. 14
The American adrrllnistration took the islands, but it also inherited
the problems. Problems of education, infrastructure, land reform, and
government all taxed the intellectual and material resources of the United
States. An elite and educated body of Filipinos existed, but they were few
in comparison with the overall population and were not of great use in
fostering the American administration.
Among the most important problems facing the new American
administration was how to deal with the Church. The Americans had
never seen or dealt with a Church-State apparatus that was so intimately
intertwined. The indigenous Filipino clergy also had to be dealt with,
along with the issue of the Spanish friars. The questions and problems
facing the Americans were daunting. They had to pacify a population,
deal with the friars, keep the native clergy content, and honor their own
American political traditions of separation of Church and State.
To deal with this issue, President McKinley tapped Jacob Gould
Schurman, then president of Cornell University, to head a commission
to look into these difficulties. By the end of 1899, the commission
submitted a report stating that American stewardship was needed for an
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Once in the Philippines, Chapelle gave the illusion of representing
both the Papacy of Rome and the United States, but as a champion of
the friars he failed to understand his role as an American representative.
His aims for the Church clouded his judgment and ended up superseding
any patriotic tendencies. IS Chapelle pressured
the American
administration to return the friars to their estates, in plain disregard for
the inhibitions against the United States government or its agents being
involved with ecclesiastical preferment.'? He also tried to get recognition
for the Church's exclusive right to control property and charitable or
educational works, which under Spanish rule had beeu mixed civil and
ecclesiastical authority. 20
Chapelle's crusade to get exclusive rights to all Church-owned
property and even that once held in joint custody by the Spanish secular
authorities and the Church frightened many Filipinos, who feared au
American-friar alliance. Fortunately for them, his requests were denied,
and the fact that the insular government was legally contesting the right
of the Church or friars to the property helped satisfy many Filipinos."
The damage Chapelle did to the American efforts to resolve the
friar issue was serious. He blatantly supported the friars' interests, and
to many Filipinos he seemed to represent the American view. Coinciding
with Chapelle's seemingly royal treatment by the American authorities
was the imprisonment of Adriano Garces, a Filipino priest who was a
chief opponent of the Spanish friars. This action seen alongside the pomp
and circumstance afforded friars by the Americans, including the militaty
protection of some friars, led many to believe the Americans were getting
too cozy with the friars." Indeed, it was not uncommon for Catholic
digaitaries to be provided army wagons for pastoral tours and occasionally
be granted a guard of constabulary at their disposal. Even steamboats
were available for the use of the Church's dignitaries." The Church even
managed to pressure the Americans to appoint Catholics to the highest
offices overseeing education in the Philippines;"
There may have been more than one way to deal with the friar
issue, but Chapelle's methods were not one of them. Contrary to what
Chapelle was purporting to be the American stance, the American
authorities set two objectives. The first was the reduction of the economic
power of the Catholic Church and the secoud was the expulsion of the
religious orders (friars) from the islands." Together the main religious
orders-the
Dominicans , Augustinians , and Recollects-held
a!lnost half
a million acres of the best lands and considerable business and political
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influence. Given that they were the targers of Filipino animosity, they
could nor be allowed to stay in the same powerful positions. Taft's
commission concluded that the best way to deal with the issues was to
purchase the friar lands and resell them to the Filipinos and others who
wished to purchase them.
Directions from Washington were clear and echoed Taft's findings.
Secretary of War Elihu Root told Tafr that separation of Church and
State was one of the fundamental and imperative provisions of American
government and could not be compromised. Moreover, there was a need
to adjust the relations of these agencies in the Philippines from one of
close union to one of complete independence."
McKinley's assassination on September 14, 190 I, and his subsequent
replacement by Theodore Roosevelt did not change America's Philippine
pohcy. At Roosevelt's request, Taft proceeded to Rome in June 1902 to
meet Pope Leo XIII to try to solve the friar problem. The deal Taft
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priest quit the Roman Church and joined the schismatics or when the
congregation voted to do so. However, the purchase of the best friar
estates posed difficulties, as did a legal challenge to the movement, which
was heard before the Philippine Supreme Court on November 24,1906.
In the case of Barlin v. Ramires, the court held that the Catholic Church
was the sale legal owner of all disputed churches and other parish
properties." Deprived of its main source of inspiration-the
takeover of
property-the
Aglipayan movement lost momentum
and became
politically irrelevant within a decade.
The Iglesia ni Cristo (INC) is quite a different story. Founded in
1914 by the charismatic Felix Manalo, the Iglesia ni Cristo (Tagalog for
"Church of Christ") claimed to be the one true Church of Christ.
Manalo heralded himself as God's last prophet. Since its founding, it
has grown to boast more than 200 congregations in some sixty-seven
countries outside the Philippines,
including a large and expanding
community
in the United
States. From its humble
beginnings,
membership grew and current estimates range from three million to
ten million members worldwide.
At its onset, the INC poured large amounts of resources and energies
into condemning the Catholic Church. Like the Aglipayan movement,
it offered dissatisfied Filipino Catholics an alternative to the friars' legacy.
However, unlike the Aglipayan church, it did not rely on the seizure of
Catholic property to make converts. Thus, when the Church won its
legal battle the INC did not falter. It survived and grew and remains
politically powerful today, a fact made clear in later chapters.
During this time the Catholic Church itself, made up of a few
remaining foreign friars and loyal indigenous clergy, was being pressured
on all sides. Schismatic movemenrs such asAglipay's and the INC, initially
drew both property and parishioners away from the Church, and the
influx of hostile Protestant missionaries seemed to only exacerbate the
problem. The hostility between the Catholic Church and the American
P~otestantmissionaries was real. Many missionaries came to the island
WIth the apparent notion that their first and most imperative duty was to
fight the Catholics." But the Church was not going away without a fight,
and it was prepared to do what was necessary to survive.
Though it is true that the Aglipayan schism, the INC, and the
entrance of the American Protestant denominations shook the Church
and caused a great deal of consternation it survived weakened but basically
intact. Under the Americans, the Church may not have been the force it
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The United States was adroit at playing both sides of the card. The
Filipinos, who were unable to throw off the yoke of American imperialism,
benefited by ridding themselves of the corrupt friars, taking possession
of their own lands, and maintaining
the faith that had unified them
politically, socially, and culturally for more than 300 years. The Church
also took steps to continue their internal reforms, structuring the Church
to better fit the Philippine model. The Quae Mari Sinico issued in Rome
on September 17, 1902, increased the number of bishoprics, increased
training for the indigenous priests, and elevated their role in Church
affairs. Other reforms included replacing the Spanish friar prelates with
American bishops in 1903.J7
The Manila Council of December 8-29, 1904, took up these and
other matters and marked a real turning point in the Church's history in
the Philippines. Since then, the Church's political progress has been slow
but steady," In the end, the Church had successfully rebuffed the
Aglipayan schism, and after eighteen years of evangelical work the
Protestants had converted only 124,575 Filipinos, or 1.3 per cent of the
population-'? The failure by the Protestants or any of the schismatics to
make significant progress in the long run is yet another testament to
how deep the Church's roots ran in the Philippines.
Divorced from a direct role in political affairs, the Catholic Church
attempted to remain relevant by having Filipino clergy attend to the
needs of their parishes and parishioners as best they could. Sacraments
still needed performing, schools still needed to be run, health care needed
to be doled out, and the Church could still dominate in all the places
where American forces had yet to penetrate. The Church continued to
run its schools and universities, including two universities that remained
the premier institntions for Philippine elite. Those were the Universiry
of Santo Thomas, the royal and pontifical university of the Philippines,
and the Jesuit-established Ateneo de Manila University.
The Catholic Church had to share intellectnal, political, and cultnral
space with the mass appeal of all things American. Americanism itself
became sort of a religion, and Uncle Sam's American way was a moral
ideal to be emulated. Identification with things American sometimes
became as powerful as any religious affiliation. Church leaders struggled
to find ways to remain relevant. Understanding
that the stiffest
competition for the hearrs and minds of the populace was not with any
anti-clerical ideology but with Americanism, they decided to adopt
some aspects of the American way, such as the use of the rule of law
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to affect change and remain congruous to the everyday life of the
nation's populace.
The Church also pushed parishioners to have a larger voice both in
Church affairs and in social affairs. By doing this, it was hoped that
Catholics would garner greater political leverage through greater political
activity. The logic was that the more the Church expanded parishioners'
involvement, the greater the Church's influence would be in secular
political institutions." It would take nearly three decades of constant
effort, but eventually it yielded success.
Three decades after the Americans had established control the
Catholic Church managed to regain some political relevancy. The l'930s
saw a rejuvenation of Church importance to politics, as Catholic scholars
and the secular leadership were brought together in an exchange of ideas.
This was the result of the strong foundation and the kind of deeply rooted
influence the Church enjoyed in the Philippiues, along with the fact that
the Catholics still held administrational power in the premier universities.
The students they produced were still Catholic, and the majority of the
scholars, politicians, and government workers were all still Catholic. It
was reaso,nable, therefore, to assume that when the United States began
to get serious about transitional control of its colony to indigenous hands
it would turn to the best and brightest of the nation, who just happened
to be graduates ofC ath 0 licc mstltutlons
i '.
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Commonwealth
Constitution
is still called the first truly "Christian
doctrine" of national law," This document was to serve as the law of an
independent Philippines.
Remarkably, the Catholic Church survived the ideological onslaught
of American government, military, and Protestant denominations
to reemerge in 1934 as the co-author the new constitution.
Unfortunately,
the Commonwealth government outlined in the constitution would never
be truly tested. Japanese aggression was growing in East Asia and would
spill over into Southeast Asia and the Philippines. Faced with a new enemy,
the time for enlightened law in the Philippines had not come. Now was
a time for war and national survival.
The price of being America's
ally in Asia was high for the
Philippines. More than 200,000 lives were lost fighting the Japanese,
and the material destruction of Manila and other important cities was
almost complete. The fighting was costly, but as they had so many times
in the past the Filipino people prevailed, their tenacity as fighters and
their survival as a people unquestioned.
Their reward was independence.
The United States kept its agreement to grant independence.
On July
4, 1946, the Philippines declared independeuce and the third Philippine
Republic was inaugurated.
To help the newly independent
nation, the Americans offered the
Philippines a "mini-Marshal
Plan," of $600 million per year') The
amount was considerably less than what the European nations were
offered. And by the time the money was distributed, the amount was
smaller than that offered to rebuild Japan. The miniscule help the
United States offered to its former colony and its staunchest ally in
Asia bordered on insulting, but the Americans added more salt to the
Philippines' wounds.
In 1946, before a single dollar was earmarked for the Pbilippines,
the United States extracted a nurnber of preferential provisions from the
nation through two major agreements. The first was the Rehabilitation
Act (mini-Marshal Plan), and the second was the Trade Act (Bell Act).
Both were implemented in 1946. Provisions in both bills required the
Philippines to revise their constitution and civil, criminal, and trade laws
so that American citizens and business interests were granted parity with
their Philippine counterparts
in economic matters." The latter was
reaffirmed in the Laurel-Langley Act of 1956. The problems were made
all the more intense by a weakened sense of identity and national morale,
weakened by the pre-war American occupation, the Japanese onslaught,
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and the diluted Catholic Chnrch and its institutions. If the Philippines
were to rebuild and ifits poorest elements were to be lifted up, the nation

would need a revitalized Church.
During the Spanish era, the Catholic Church had provided
governance and guidance, and during the revolution it had provided
leadership. However, the American colonial period had effectively
weakened the Church-State cooperation that was endemic in Philippine
society. The brief Commonwealth period i1lustrated the Church's
resilienceand itsabilityto reclaim its spot as a partner with the Philippine
government. It survived the Japanese onslaught and helped the
Philippines become the first colony in Asia to gain independence. In
doing so, it attracted the respect, admiration, and attention of leaders
and revolutionary movements across the region."

The nextfewdecades would witnessareinvigoration of the Catholic
Church worldwide.Vatican II, Liberation Theology, and the rise to power
of Ferdinand Marcos would all serve, in different ways, to push the
Church'sactivitiesto the forefront of Philippine politics. The culmination
wouldbe the Church'srole in the People Power revolution, which played
a significant role in bringing down an authoritarian regime and bringing
the Church backto the forefront of Philippine politics.

CHAPTER

3
The Total Solution:
Marcos vs. the Church

Ferdinand Marcos came to power in the presidential election of 1965hy
defeating incumbent President Diosdado Macapagal on a ticket that was
one part nationalism, one part charismatic appeal, and one part typical

Philippine politics-the

bribing of individual voters and the barrio

leadership. Marcos appealed to the masses for several reasons, including
his insistence on his glorious record as a soldier. He was never shy about
touting his record as a war hero, which itself was fraudulent. As a
candidate, he ran on a platform that promised governmental reform that

would lift the Philippines out of the poverty of the Third World. Duriug
his tenure as president, he accomplished neither.
He did, however, bring a new level of political oppression, violence,

and social chaos to the Philippines. His one-and-a-half terms as a
constitutional and legalpresident were fraught with largesse at the expense
of his own people. He had a Napoleonic complex of his own and a
marriage of convenience with Imelda Romualdez that suited his political
amhitions. Together they looted the Philippine treasury, ignored the
snffering of the people, and grew paranoid in their unquenchable thirst
for complete authority over the Philippines. Those who got in his way,
be they members of the military, his friends, or political foes, did not
endure. Organized resistance had a way of falling under the category of
subversion and mass arrests , torture , and even murder were used as tools

to squash dissent.
Some of his later political targets were the left-leaning progressives
within the Catholic Church. In the end, getting at the Church and
politically neutralizing it proved the ultimate challenge for Marcos.
Targeting the Church politically was one thing; attacking it with the
tools of his policy state was another. In a country where the Catholic
Church impacts more than 80 per cent of voters, Marcos had to be careful

about the type of action he took to silence any opposition
that existed in the Church hierarchy.

to

his regime
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